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Abstract. The study presents a hybrid method of contrast 
enhancement using the analog to digital converter (ADC) 
for use in high-speed industrial applications. The proposed 
framework processes the digitized image in efficient steps 
to generate the low and high offsets of the ADC. These off- 
sets are used to modify the analog image signal by an affine 
transform, such that the digitization of the transformed sig- 
nal is the enhanced image. Since the signal transformation 
is mostly done in the analog domain, the method is effi- 
cient, and its implementation is inexpensive. As an exam- 
ple, the enhancement method is used in applications where, 
given images of varying initial contrast, we can obtain an 
user-specified contrast for all images. These images are then 
segmented by a simpler image-processing algorithm. The 
method is a generalization of existing ADC-based enhance- 
ment methods and is compared experimentally to the digital 
domain techniques. An application of the method is given 
for the enhancement of laser-etched characters on industrial 
parts. 

Key words: Analog enhancement - Analog to digital con- 
verter 

regions, respectively. The method then automatically gener- 
ates images of this desired contrast. 

As an example, the method is useful is high-speed ap- 
plications concerning parts with varying surface properties 
and illumination levels. The images have varying initial con- 
trast. In order to segment these images, we may require a 
separate image-processing algorithm for each image. This is 
usually difficult to automate and is mostly manually guided. 
The proposed method can enhance each image to a user- 
specified gray value distribution, giving us images of same 
contrast. These images can now be segmented by a single 
algorithm, making the process automatic. This application 
is discussed in Sect. 4. Other applications of the method in- 
clude an efficient online contrast enhancement for manual 
identification of features on moving parts in manufacturing 
lines. 

The contributions in this study are: (1) given gray val- 
ues required in an image, we propose a method to generate 
automatically an enhanced image with these gray values; (2) 
analyze the number of regions that can be simultaneously en- 
hanced by this method; (3) provide upper and lower bounds 
of gray values attainable with this method; and (4) apply 
the method to enhance images of laser etched characters on 
industrial parts. 

1 Introduction 

We propose a hybrid contrast enhancement method using the 
analog to digital converter (ADC) for use in high-speed in- 
dustrial applications. Most state-of-the-art contrast enhance- 
ment methods (Gonzalez and Wintz 1987; Green 1983; Jain 
1989) enhance the image in digital domain in a pixel-by- 
pixel operation. In comparison, the proposed method pro- 
cesses a small region of the digital image to compute the 
low and high offsets of the ADC. These offsets are then 
used to acquire a new enhanced image. In particular, the 
method allows the user to select two regions of the image 
for enhancement and select two desired gray values for these 
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1.1 Practical applications 

Benefits of this study in practical applications are as follows: 

1. Efficient and automatic enhancement. A uniqueness of 
the method is its computational efficiency due to the 
signal processing in the analog domain by the ADC. 
The method requires two image acquisitions. In the first, 
ADC offsets are computed from a small probing region 
of the image. In the second, an enhanced image is ac- 
quired by controlling the ADC offsets. Thus, if acqui- 
sition is done in 33 ms, the entire enhancement is per- 
formed in under 100 ms. Processing time for half reso- 
lution images are further reduced. In comparison, our 
experimental study with digital domain methods (see 
Sect. 4) shows that they require a much longer pro- 
cessing time in simple imaging systems (e.g., AIS-3500 
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1990; CVIM2 1993; Cognex-3000 1990). Furthermore, 
the speed of these methods depends on the sizes of the 
regions that are enhanced. The proposed method, on the 
other hand, enhances the entire image, and its speed is 
independent of the region size. Moreover, the method 
automates the process of generating images of similar 
contrast. 

2. Economy of implementation. The proposed method can 
be implemented with no custom hardware. A processor 
with an ADC and a frame buffer is sufficient for its 
implementation. 

3. Desired image generation. The method allows the user to 
specify the desired contrast level. In applications where 
images of varying contrast are obtained, this algorithm 
can be used to generate automatically images of a user- 
specified contrast. An example is discussed in Sect. 4. 

In summary, the method consists of two steps: (1) The 
user selects two gray values dl and d2 for two regions of the 
image that need to be enhanced. Note that the exact bound- 
aries of the regions are not necessary. Just their approximate 
positions are required. (2) The proposed method acquires an 
image and automatically estimates the ADC offsets. (3) It 
then acquires a new image with these offsets, which is the 
enhanced image. Note that in the above process, the user 
selects the approximate positions of the two regions and 
their desired gray values once for all parts. Thus, once these 
parameters are determined, the enhancement process is au- 
tomatic for each part. 

1.2 A brief review of the state of the art 

There are many methods of contrast enhancement, which 
are usually spatial domain techniques based on gray-level 
mappings. Two common methods are: (1) gray scale trans- 
formation, which changes the gray scale in a uniform way 
throughout some region of the image, and (2) histogram 
modification, which modifies the histogram of an image in 
a specified manner. 

One commonly utilized method of gray scale transfor- 
mation is linear contrast enhancement (Green 1983). The 
technique transforms each pixel intensity level into a new 
value by a linear transform. This method is well suited to 
images with Gaussian or near-Gaussian histograms, where 
all the intensity values fall within a narrow subset of the to- 
tal intensity range (Green 1983). A second method of gray 
scale transformation automates the above method of contrast 
enhancement. The automated ends-in search (Green 1983) 
technique allows the user to specify that a certain percent- 
age of the pixels in the output image must be saturated either 
full black or full white. The method utilizes the cumulative 
distribution function to identify the intensity values at which 
the appropriate percentages will saturate when a linear con- 
trast enhancement is performed. 

A basic difference with these methods is that the pro- 
posed method enhances the image in the analog domain, 
whereas the above methods enhance the image in the digital 
domain and may also require the generation of a histogram. 
A speed comparison with these methods is given in Sect. 4. 
Furthermore, the above methods are mostly designed to use 
the full dynamic range of gray values in the image, whereas 

the proposed method can create desired gray values in the 
image. 

Methods of histogram modification are many, and they 
commonly belong to: (1) global methods, (2) adaptive meth- 
ods, and (3) methods using structure. The global or stationary 
enhancement techniques involve gray level transformations 
based solely on the intensity of each pixel. Methods include 
histogram equalization (Hummel 1977), histogram hyper- 
bolization (Frei 1977), and histogram specification (Gonza- 
lez and Wintz 1987). Adaptive enhancement methods cal- 
culate the new intensity value for a pixel from its orig- 
inal value and some local image properties. Methods in- 
clude unsharp masking (Jain 1989), statistical difference fil- 
ter (Harris 1977), local histogram modification (Alparslan 
and Ince 1981), pixel contrast measure (Gordon 1986), adap- 
tive histogram equalization (AHE) (Rehm et al. 1990), and 
contrast-limited AHE (Pizer et al. 1987). Final category in- 
cludes methods that use local image structures to change the 
enhancement calculation itself or change the contextual re- 
gion over which the calculations are done (Leszczynski and 
Shalev 1989). 

Although histogram modification methods such as his- 
togram equalization are powerful in enhancing an image, 
these methods can have a poorer performance in some ap- 
plications, one of which is described in Sect. 4. This is be- 
cause, the methods may also enhance the noise in the image 
(see Fig. 5). Ideally we would like to minimize the spread 
in width of the individual peaks of the histogram, while 
pulling the peak center positions so that the contrast between 
different regions in the image is enhanced. The histogram 
specification methods can achieve this result, but in doing 
so, they become similar in speed and function to the con- 
trast enhancement methods discussed above. The adaptive 
and structure dependent methods are local operations and 
are suitable for enhancing subtle details at the expense of 
principal features that may be lost in the process. A major 
drawback of adaptive methods is that they carry a heavy 
computational burden, and this "practically prohibits the use 
of these techniques on general purpose computers in online 
or real-time applications" (Leszczynski and Shalev 1989). 

Contrast enhancement in the analog domain is common 
in many commercial imaging systems (e.g., AIS-3500 1990; 
CVIM2 1993; Cognex-3500 1990). However, in most in- 
stances, these methods depend on the user to provide the 
offsets and are mostly designed to use the full dynamic 
range of the intensities in the image. The proposed method 
is more general and creates a broader range of gray values 
in the image. In summary, the proposed method automates 
this manual technique and is a natural generalization of these 
methods. 

In Sect. 2 we present the enhancement model for signal 
transformation with an ADC. In Section 3 we discuss the 
enhancement method. Section 4 has the experimental results 
and Sect. 5 the concluding remarks. 

2 Enhancement model 

The following section describes the enhancement model used 
to transform the input analog signal to obtain an enhanced 
gray-scale image. Let V be an input analog image signal 
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Fig. 1. Proposed method to obtain enhanced image from analog input 
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and S be a digitized gray-scale image obtained by digitizing 
V. Let [vmi~, Vm~x] be the full dynamic range of input V, 
and let [Smi~, sm~x] be the dynamic range of the intensity 
in S. Let va be the low offset and Vb be the high offset of 
the ADC, that are automatically computed by the proposed 
method. 

The user selects two gray values dl and d2 for two re- 
gions in the image S to be enhanced. Note that we do not 
require the exact boundaries of these regions, just their ap- 
proximate positions. The algorithm automatically generates 
digital offsets (sa, Sb). These offsets are transformed by the 
digital to analog converter (DAC) to analog offsets (va, Vb). 
Note that the DAC is included in almost all ADCs. The 
ADC uses (%,  %)  to transform input V by an affine func- 
tion F described below. The transformed input is digitized 
by the ADC to obtain the enhanced image T. Thus, the ADC 
performs two functions: (1) an affine transform of V by a 
function F with offsets (v~, %) (see Fig. 1), and (2) digi- 
tization of the transformed input F ( V )  to obtain enhanced 
image T. 

We now show the enhancement model. In modeling the 
ADC, we can view it as a linear transform, followed by 
the quantization process. Ignoring quantization, the linear 
transform of the ADC can be expressed as s - stain = c(u - 
Umi~), where c is a scalar constant, u is the input analog 
signal, and s its digitized value. The effect of quantization 
and nonlinearities are discussed later. The offset block F in 
Fig. 1 can be described by the following affine transform 

i max ) // > t] b 
F ( l l )  = . . . . .  ~'b----u~'~'~-~'~ ( P  - -  l l a )  + l l m i  n 12 a __% II __< lib (1) 

U m i  n 12 ~ II a . 

The transformed input F(u)  is digitized to obtain enhanced 
gray value t belonging to enhanced image T. For an ideal 
digitization, ignoring quantization errors 

t = g(s - s~) + s,~i~ for sa <_ s <_ Sb, (2) 

where s is the initial contrast of the image, and 9 is the gain 
described as 

8 m a x  - -  S t a i n  
g - ( 3 )  

S b - -  8 a 

Next, we include quantization, nonidealities, and nonlin- 
earities that are commonly found in real ADCs (Chatterjee 
and Roychowdhury 1993). Conforming to the literature (Jain 
1989; Rosenfeld and Kak 1982; Russ 1992), we represent 

these errors by an affine transform s -  smi~ = c(u-Um~,~)+e 
instead of the ideal linear transform above. Here e is a non- 
linear error due to the quantization and nonidealities of com- 
mon ADCs. Considering this affine transform, we obtain 
(Chatterjee and Roychowdhury 1993) the following nonlin- 
ear expression for the enhanced image T instead of (2) 

t = 9s + ]qgs~ + tc2s~ + ks.s + k4. (4) 

In (4), (kl, k2, ks, k4) are unknown real-valued model con- 
stants. The ideal values are kl = - 1 ,  k2 = k3 = 0. Constant 
/% represents any bias in the system due to an affine ADC. 
Ideally for an unbiased system, k4 = Smi~ which is usually 
zero. Gain 9 is as described in (3). 

In formulating (4) for the estimation of g and .s~, we 
note the following two constraints: 

1. In most practical ADCs, the linearity assumption in (2) 
and (4) is valid for 9 < 9m~x, where 9max is an upper 
bound that is determined experimentally. Thus, 9 must 
lie within a range R(9)  defined as 

R(g)  : 1 <_ g <_ gm,~x. (5 )  

2. Similarly, low offset s~ must lie within a range R(sa) 
defined as below 

8 m a x  - -  S t a i n  
R(Sa): S t a i n  ~ S a  ~ 8 m a x  (6) 

9 
High offset sv is obtained from 

8 m a x  - -  8 m i n g  
8b = 8 a  + 

9 
( 7 )  

3 E n h a n c e m e n t  method  

The enhancement method consists of two steps: (1) an of- 
fline estimation of model constants (kt,k2, ks ,k4)  and (2) 
the online estimation of the ADC offsets (sa, Sb). The en- 
hanced image T is obtained by acquiring an image with 
offsets (s~, SD). 

3 .10 f f l i ne  estimation o f  model  constants (kl, k2, ks, k4) 

The model constants (kl ,  k2, ks, k4) are estimated by the fol- 
lowing algorithm in an offline process: 

1. Choose p offsets (Saj ,Sbj)  for j = 1 , . . .  ,p, satisfying 
(6), and compute gain gj from (3). Here p (> 4) is an 
arbitrary number of offsets (say 10) that are selected by 
the user, such that the least squares Eq. (8) below is 
overdetermined. 

2. Choose two regions of the image that need to be en- 
hanced (see discussion below). For each (saj,  Sbj) above, 
acquire an image, and estimate gray values t j j  and t2j by 
averaging pixels within the two regions respectively. A 
small probing window may be used within each region 
to reduce computation. 

3. For each region i, Eq. (4) can be written as a linear 
equation below with unknown parameter vector xi = 
[ ( k 3 S i  + k4), k2, hi, s i ]  T for i = 1,2 

[1 ,sa j ,g js~j ,g j ]x i  = ti j  for i = 1,2 and j = 1 , . . . , p  .(8) 

The above equation can be solved by the least squares 
method. 
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4. Final estimates of  k~ and k~ are obtained by averaging 
estimates from the two regions. 

5. From the estimates of  s~ and (k3s~ +/c4) for i = 1,2, 
obtained from (8), compute k3 and/:4. 

The two regions in the image are usually chosen by a 
criterion based upon the application. For example, in an im- 
age with a part on a background, the part and background 
form the two regions. Note, however, that it is not neces- 
sary to determine the exact boundary of each region. Just 
their approximate positions are required. The selection of 
the location of the probing window within each region is 
discussed in Sect. 3.2. 

3.2 Online generation of  an enhanced image from known 
model constants 

In this section, we generate the enhanced image, in an on- 
line process, from: (1) known model constants (kl, k2, k3, k4) 
computed above in an offline process and (2) user-specified 
gray value di for each region of the image to be enhanced. 
From (4), we obtain the following expression for di 

di = gsi + kagSa + k2Sa + k3si + k4 for i = 1 , . . .  , m  , (9) 

where rn is the number of  regions that are enhanced by the 
algorithm. Before discussing the estimation of (s~, Sb), we 
shall analyze the maximum number of regions (m) that can 
be simultaneously enhanced by this method. The following 
theorem summarizes the results. 

Theorem.  Considering rn regions of  an image to be en- 
hanced by (9), the necessary and sufficient condition for  
which solutions for  gain 9 and low offset s~ exist is 

di - dj d~ - d~ (10) 
8 i --  S j  8 k --  8 r 

for  all i, j ,  k, r = 1 , . . . ,  ~n such that i ~ j and k r r. 

Proof. For any pair of equations indexed by i and j ,  the 
solutions to (9) are 

di - dj and 
O~ij = g + ]~3 -- 

si - s3 (11) 
( d i - -d j  ~ 

/3ij = (k19 + k2)s~ + k4 = di - si \ ~_~j / 

If  (9) has a solution then a i j  = ak~ and /3ij = /3k~. Con- 
sidering only a~j and ak~ we get (10). Next we show that 
if (10) is true, then (9) has a solution. In other words, we 
have to show that/3ij =/3k,- and ai j  = c~k~ if (10) is true. 
Clearly, from (10) and (11) a~j = ctk~. From (11),/3,~j -~3~  = 

d~--dj _ d~: d~. _ di-d,~ (di - d~) - e(s~ - s~), where c - ~-.,~ ~ - ~  ~ - ~  

From this equation we conclude ~i3 - / 3 ~  = 0. Therefore, 

Corol lary.  We can choose up to two independent values o f  
d~ for  an image, the rest o f  which are f ixed by (10). We can, 
therefore, simultaneously enhance up to two regions of  an 
image by this method. [~ 

The proof is a direct outcome of the theorem. The result 
is intuitive, because we have only two offsets (so,, Sb) to 
modify input V, giving us two degrees of freedom. In light 
of this discussion, we consider two regions for the rest of 

this analysis. Given user-specified gray values d~ and d 2 for 
the two regions respectively, from (9), we obtain g and s~ 
as below 

d,--d2 _ ]~3 and 
g --~ 81- -8  2 

l (d281_d182 ] ~ 4 ) .  ( 1 2 )  
8 a -  kig+k2 \ 8 1 - 8 2  

The algorithm for enhancement is as follows: 

1. Acquire an image with 9 = 1 and s~ = s ~ ,  and com- 
pute the initial contrasts sl and s2 for the two regions 
respectively from the equation below [derived from (4)] 

s~ = for i = 1,2 . (13) 
1 +k3 

2. Compute low offset s~ and gain g from (12). Compute 
high offset sb from (7). 

3. Acquire a new image with offsets (sa, sb). 

In order to gain computational efficiency in this online 
algorithm, we need to reduce computation in the digital do- 
main. Gray values t~ and tz in (13) are the averages of gray 
values within the two regions, respectively. Instead of pro- 
cessing all pixels within each region, we use a smallprobing 
window to gather a sample of pixels for each region. This is 
justified if the two regions have a uniform gray value dis- 
tribution. If, however, the gray values are non-uniform, we 
place the probing window near a feature that needs to be 
enhanced, such as the characters in the images in Fig. 4. 

3.3 Extent o f  enhancement that can be obtained - range of  
dl and d2 

Although the proposed method is powerful in efficiently en- 
hancing two regions, the above algorithm may not always 
have a solution. We, therefore, need to determine a range 
R(di ,  d2) such that when (di, d2) E/~(d i ,  d2), we can obtain 
the desired enhancement. Without loss of generality, assume 
d~ > d2. Similarly, assume 81 > N 2. F r o m  /~(ff) in (5), we 
obtain the range 

R I ( d l ' d 2 ) : {  g=(dl -da)(s l  - s2) k 3 E [ 1 , g ~ a ~ ] } .  (14) 

From/~(sa )  in (6), we obtain the range/{2(di ,  d2) 

(dl -k4)s2-(d2-k~4)$1 
R2(d~,d2): Sa : (k3kl_l~z)(sl_s2)_kl(dl_d2) 

The final range/~(d~, d2) is 

R(dt ,  d2) = / ~  (dl, d2) ~/~2(dl ,  d2) N [s~i~, s ~ ]  . (16) 

An example plot of ]~(dl, d2) is shown in Fig. 2 for the ideal 
case (kl = - 1 ,  k2 = k3 = 0, ]% -~ 8 r a i n ) .  

The plot shows that the permissible range depends on the 
initial contrast of the two regions in the image, namely, s l 
and s2. If  sl >> s2, i.e., the two regions have initially a wide 
difference in contrast, then we can obtain a wider range for 
dl and d2, i.e., a larger contrast in the image is achieved, 
On the other hand, if  s~ is close to s2, i.e., the two regions 
have initially similar contrast, then the choices for dl and 
d2 are limited by the maximum gain 9 ~ .  In summary, the 
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Fig. 3. Errors in the enhanced image for (A) part and (B) background 

amount of enhancement is determined by the initial contrast 
of the two regions and by 9 ~ .  In most ADCs, we can 
choose 9 ~  around 3 or 4 and obtain a wide range of 
enhancement. This is also shown in our experiments. 

4 E x p e r i m e n t a l  resul ts  

In our experiments, we enhanced laser-etched characters on 
industrial parts. Due to variations in the surface quality of the 
parts, we obtained a wide range of contrast (see Fig. 4a). In 
order to segment the parts and characters, we used the pro- 
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Table 1. Estimates of model constants (kl,  k2, k3, k4) ~ o m t e n  parts. Ideal 

k 1 = - 1 ,  k 2 = k3 = ~4 = 0 

Part no. kl k2 h3 k4 
1 -1.033 -0.036 0.094 -8.917 
2 -0.992 -0.074 0.138 -9.148 
3 - 1.045 -0.000 0.120 -9.205 
4 - 1.021 -0.034 0.128 -9.424 
5 -1.026 -0.034 0.124 -9.419 
6 - 1.035 -0.045 0.096 -8.986 
7 - 1.028 -0.037 0.107 -8.971 
8 -1.033 -0.014 0.122 -9.539 
9 -1.041 0.010 0.115 -9.121 
10 - 1.049 0.009 0.105 -8.863 

posed method to obtain a set of images with the same con- 
trast. The enhanced images are then segmented by the same 
image processing algorithm. This would not be possible with 
the original images. The two regions for enhancement are 
the part and background, respectively. 

First we estimated 9~a~ from the parts, and obtained 
9~ax = 3.2. The details of this procedure are described 
in Chatterjee and Roychowdhury (1993). The model con- 
stants (kl, ]~2, ]~3, ]~4) are estimated by the offline algorithm 
in Sect. 3. Table 1 above shows the results for ten different 
parts. 

From Table 1 we observe the following: (1) estimates of 
(/q,/~2,/~3) are close to their ideal values of/~1 = -1 ,  k2 = 
k3 = 0, and (2) the estimates of bias constant ]~4 a r e  different 
from their ideal value of zero. This deviation shows that the 
ADC is an affine transform and not an ideal linear one. Thus, 
the nonideal model (4) is a more accurate representation of 
the ADC than the ideal model (2). 

The performance of the proposed enhancement method 
is first tested by computing the error between the desired 
and the actual enhanced gray values in the image. Let tl 
and t2 be the average enhanced gray values for the part 
and background, respectively, and d~ and d2 be the desired 
gray values selected by the user. We changed dl from 160 
to 250, and d2 from 10 to 60 in increments of 10 and re- 
ported error = I t l -  d~ i for the part and I t 2 -  d21 for the 
background. Figure 3 shows the errors for different choices 
of d~ and d2, 

Here we observe that the enhanced gray values are very 
close (within =t-3) to the desired values for both the part and 
background. 

In the next experiment, we enhanced the part from the 
background. Enhancement results are shown in Fig. 4b. The 
parts used in this experiment have varying initial contrast. 
However, all these parts are enhanced to the samefinal gray 
value of dl = 160, and the background has d2 = 0. Clearly 
all parts are enhanced such that their contrast from the back- 
ground are much higher. All images are now segmented by 
a single algorithm. 

4.1 Comparison with digital domain linear contrast 
enhancement 

Figure 5a shows the parts in Fig. 4a enhanced by the digi- 
tal domain linear contrast enhancement method to the same 
desired gray values, i.e., dl = 160 and d2 = 0 as used pre- 
viously. As expected, the results are similar. However, for 
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Fig. 4. a Original images of steel samples with laser-etched characters on them. b Images enhanced by the proposed method for d l =  160 and d2 = 0 

our s imple processor,  the processing t ime is much  larger. 
We used an imaging  system (AIS-3500 1990) containing a 
68000 processor  with a 10 M H z  clock rate. The image  reso- 
lution is 512 x 480 pixels  and the gray values are 8 bits/pixel 
(i.e., 256 gray levels).  

The  digital  domain  method  applies the fo l lowing  trans- 
form f for each pixel  with gray value  z: f ( z )  = 255(z - 
Zlo~)/(Zh~ -- ZZo~) for Zzo~ <_ z <_ zhi, f ( z )  = 255 for 
z > zt~i, and f ( z )  = 0 for z < zion. The same probing 
window as before  is used for the computa t ion  of  ZZo~ and 
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Fig. 5. a Images enhanced by digital domain linear contrast enhancement, b Images enhanced by histogram equalization 
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Table 2. Processing time for the linear contrast enhancement method in 
digital domain for different sizes of the two regions enhanced 

Size of region (in pixels) Processing time (in seconds) 
50 • 80 12.72 
75 • 80 18.79 
100 • 80 24.85 
125 • 80 31.16 
150 • 80 37.39 
250 • 80 62.I6 
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Fig. 6. Histograms for original, enhanced and equalized images 

zm. Although the computation for (Zlo~, zm) is same as the 
proposed method, the processing time for the enhancement 
step is much higher and also depends on the size of the en- 
hancement region. Table 2 below shows an example of the 
processing time for different region sizes. 

In contrast, the proposed method enhanced the entire im- 
age in 100 ms. Similar results are obtained for other imaging 
systems (CVIM2 1993; Cognex-3000 1990). Thus, for sim- 
ple imaging systems, the proposed method has a notable 
speed advantage. However, note that the above performance 
in digital domain can be vastly improved by incorporat- 
ing hardware components. Thus, the above speeds, although 
maybe not typical, serve as an example of an inexpensive 
system. 

4.2 Comparison with global histogram equalization 

Although histogram modification methods are powerful en- 
hancement tools, in the proposed application, these methods 
can have a poorer performance, as shown in Fig. 5b. Here 
we used histogram equalization on the parts in Fig. 4a. Fig- 
ure 5b shows that histogram equalization magnifies noise 
drastically by spreading widely the histogram peaks due to 
noise in the background. Small specular reflections from the 
background and unnecessary surface features on the part are 
enhanced, and the effective contrast between the part and 
background is diminished. Furthermore, the processing time 
is comparable to the linear contrast enhancement method 
in Table 2. Ideally, we would like to minimize the spread 
in the width of the individual peaks in the histogram, while 
pulling the peak center positions so that the contrast between 
the part and background are enhanced. The histogram speci- 
fication methods can obtain this result, but in doing so, they 

become similar in speed and function to the linear contrast- 
enhancement methods discussed before. Figure 6 shows the 
histograms of the original, enhanced (by our algorithm) and 
the histogram equalized images. Clearly, the peaks for the 
part and background are pulled apart, leading to a higher 
contrast image. 

5 Concluding remarks 

In this study, we discussed a new method of  hybrid image 
enhancement, which can be easily implemented by using 
the ADC that is commonly found in most image processors. 
The method is efficient, and since its implementation does 
not require any additional hardware, it is inexpensive. We 
consider this method to be a generalization of existing ADC- 
based enhancement techniques. The method has been used 
to enhance images of characters that are laser etched on steel 
with varying surface properties. Different samples of steel 
are enhanced to the same gray values, so that they can be 
segmented by a single image-processing algorithm. 
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